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Lab 1: Design of Microarray Experiments

1. Optimal design is a matter of applying the observations to the conditions in such
a way that the parameters of interest are estimated most “optimally”. In simple
microarray terms:

If we had a certain number of dual-channel microarrays available as well as
an (unlimited) amount of RNA from several biological conditions of interest,
then which conditions should we put on which arrays in order to increase the
precision of finding differentially expressed genes?

The R-function od uses simulated annealing to calculate the A-optimal or D-optimal
design for two-channel microarrays.

(a) For calculating an A-optimal design, you should specify:

• nt: number of treatment levels (e.g. number of time points)

• ns: number of slides

Try the function for yourself, e.g. calculate the optimal design for 5 conditions
with 5 arrays, ignoring a dye-effect:

od1 <- od(5, 5, dye = F)

Is the answer what you expected?

(b) Are you satisfied about the direction of the arrows in the previous design? As
there is no effort in these designs to estimate a possible dye-effect, the direction
of the arrows does not really matter in the calculations. However, in practice it
might matter. Let’s include a directional “dye” parameter in the model (in order
to eliminate it!) and optimize the design also with respect to this parameter:

od2a <- od(5, 5, dye = T)

How do the arrows go now? What does this mean for each condition?

(c) The R-function plot.od can plot the resulting design object in a circle (method
= "circle") or in a nice layout (method="sammon"). Try using this function.

plot.od(od2a,method="sammon")

(d) In the function od you can also specify:

• n.iter: number of iterations of the simulated annealing method.

• optimality: ”A”/”D”: type of optimality, i.e., A- or D-optimality. (A-
optimality = minimizing Trace(X tX)−1, which corresponds to minimum aver-
age parameter variance of parameters; D-optimality = minimizing Det(X tX)−1,
which corresponds to minimum generalized variance of parameters).



• contrasts: only used for A-optimality. Whether the objective function is for
the contrasts, or for the arbitrary parametrization (=set-first-to-zero) chosen
by us. This is not an issue for D-optimality, where not the variance for the
particular parametrization is minimized, but the ”volume” of the variance-
covariance matrix (= determinant).

• ok.final.temp: an important optimization parameter. By setting this pa-
rameter closer to zero, the final result will be more sensitive to the true
optimum. e.g. 0.9991/0.001 = 0.37 which means that if the final temperature
= 0.001, then with probability of 0.37 a solution that varies 0.1% from the
optimum will be accepted. This is particularly crucial for large designs. The
programme tries to reach ok.final.temp, if it is consistent with n.iter,
initial.temp, temp.step.

• max.temp.step: In order for Simulated Annealing to converge to the true
maximum, Kirkpatrick et al (Science, 1983) showed that the temperature
should cool via a logarithm. This can be very slow. We instead follow
common practice to cool the temperature geometrically. The parameter
max.temp.step ensures that the multiplicative cooling factor is not smaller
than that. (Therefore, if you have a too small n.iter, the preferred final
temperature — ok.final.temp — may not be reached.)

• method: "SA" = Simulated Annealing; "MH" = Metropolis Hasting (the final
result will not be optimal!)

Vary some of these parameters.

(e) Are loop effects always optimal?. Find optimal designs for larger number of
conditions and slides:

od2b <- od(8, 8, dye = T)

od2c <- od(9, 9, dye = T)

(f) It is possible to use od for any kind of situation. For example, for large designs
such as:

od3 <- od(15, 45)

(Note: dye= T is the default setting and therefore does not have to be specified.)
This may look rather messy and sometimes it is easier to redisplay this design
via:

plot.od(od3, method="sammon", magic = 0.1)

plot.od(od3, method="sammon", magic = 2)

(g) The optimum is searched with 1,000 simulated annealing simulations by default.
This might not be enough. See what happens if you increase the number of
iterations:

od3b <- od(15, 45, n.iter=5000)

Compare the scores of od3 and od3b.

(h) Still, this solution may not seem very appealing, as it might be difficult to imple-
ment in practice without making some mistake. In that case, we could restrict our
search to a subclass of symmetric design, the so-called interwoven loop designs.

od4 <- od(15, 45, method="loop")



(i) Extra question 1: Time-course design. There are some time-course exper-
iment in which it is particularly interesting to measure the development of the
gene expressions in a particular host over time. Rather than conditions, we would
consider time-points as our treatment levels.

Several practitioners have expressed that they are more interested in “far-away”
comparisons, rather than “nearby” comparisons; although the opposite is also
possible. Therefore, it would seem reasonable to weight each contrast δij by a
certain value depending on the time-distance between i and j, i.e., |i − j|. The
simplest weighting function is given as

wij = w|i−j|, where w > 0.

This has been implemented in od:

od5a <- od(6, 12, weight = 2, n.iter=5000)

od5b <- od(6, 12, weight = 0.5, n.iter=5000)

(j) Extra question 2: sequential designs. Microarray studies are typically part
of a larger investigation. Typically preliminary results suggest new research direc-
tions and perhaps more microarray experiments. It could therefore be interesting
to extend an existing microarray design with several new conditions and several
new microarrays in such a way that the data from these arrays can be integrated
into the existing study.

For example, assume that we would like to extend a design with 5 conditions and
5 slides by 3 more conditions and 6 more microarrays:

od6 <- od(5, 5)

od7 <- od(3, 9, extend.design=od6)

plot.od(od7,method="sammon")


